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he Cornfield Flowers Project Management Group has great pleasure in presenting this report
on ‘Out of Intensive Care’, the third five-year phase of the Cornfield Flowers Project to save
rare plants of arable fields in north-east Yorkshire.

The Cornfield Flowers Project is spearheaded by the Carstairs Countryside Trust in
partnership with the Ryedale Folk Museum, North York Moors Association and the North
York Moors National Park Authority. The core project area covers the south of the North York
Moors National Park. Beyond this it links across the Vale of Pickering, Howardian Hills and on
to York and the Yorkshire Wolds in the south and across the moors to Cleveland in the north.

The report is organised in topic sections reflecting the aims and objectives of this phase of the project
as well as describing the people who have played a part and, crucially, the plants which we have
sought to save. For each of the topic sections we explain what we set out to achieve, what we did and
how we did it, and what we learned. At the end of the report we set out what is to happen next and
our hopes for the future.

Project Officers

While the management group has responsibility for the project, we recognise that without our
supporters little if anything would have been achieved. The report therefore provides us with
a perfect opportunity to thank everyone, notably all the volunteers, participating farmers and
organisations and members of our advisory group, who have helped the project to make such
exceptional progress. We also hope that the report will provide inspiration to those who pick up the
baton to ensure that the gains made are not lost, but expanded and who, like us, decide to respond to
the challenge and ‘have a go’.

Chris Wilson

Tom Normandale
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The People
The Cornfield Flowers Project is a unique example of local people taking up a
challenge to safeguard the future of threatened arable wildflowers.
It is only through them that success has been possible.

The beginning
In the late 1980s, local naturalist Nan Sykes’s
survey of the North York Moors flora reached an
alarming conclusion: the once common arable
‘weeds’ had practically disappeared. Action was
urgently needed to retain the few that remained.
The late Anya McCracken, Nan Sykes and Ian
Carstairs supported by the late David ArnoldFoster OBE and farmer Ron Foster MBE, resolved
to do something about it. With the help of
Rona Charles, ecologist at the North York Moors
National Park Authority (National Park), in 1998
the Cornfield Flowers Project (CFP) was born.
Chris Wilson, farmer and botanist, fulfilled the
key voluntary role that gave the project its initial
practical momentum. Crucially, around the same
time Ryedale Folk Museum (RFM) joined the
project, delivering an all important public face to
our work.

The people
Local volunteers have been the backbone of the
project since the outset, and their dedication
has been instrumental in reversing the decline of
these rare plants.
Farmers across the region have played a vital
role in making space for these species on their
land and successfully providing the best possible
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conditions for their survival: Stephen & Jocé
Gibson, Terrington; John Middlewood, Potter
Brompton; Charles Clarkson, Menethorpe;
Peter and Mike Hayton, Fordon; Martin Stringer,
Nunburnholme; Peter Hutchinson, West Ayton;
John Simpson, Harwood Dale; Penelope DawsonBrown, Cropton; Philip Winter, Muston; Will
Terry, Ravenscar; Don Spink, Hunmanby.
Our core of volunteers, whether individuals
or organisations, has nurtured these plants,
provided new sites for them to grow and kept
an ever-watchful eye out for new species.
Furthermore, our Species Custodians have
provided the invaluable service of transforming
our reintroduction methods from labourintensive single plants to bulk seed, vastly
increasing the scale of work possible: Diney
Gilruth, Julia Lockwood and her Saltburn team
of volunteers, Gill Pullen, Nan Sykes, Jill Magee,
Pauline Popely, Cedric Gillings, Belinda Robson,
the late Belinda Terry, Jo Simmons and the
Hunmanby in Bloom group, the North-East
Yorkshire Botany Group (NEYBG), Jack Whitehead
and the Filey Brigg Ornithological Group, Julie
Bentley at North Yorkshire County Council, Andy
Marshall and the Collaboration for Integrated
Research, Conservation and Learning (CIRCLE)
interns at Flamingo Land, the National Park
apprentices, Tricia Harris at the Helmsley Walled
Garden, Don Davies of Ryedale District Council,
Heidi Saxby, Natasha Hambly, Josie Downs,

Christine Muchow, Jacki Barlow, Melanie Earle,
Maisie Storey and Tobey Burnett.
The schools that worked with us through this
phase provided an invaluable opportunity to
make the newest generation aware of these
most threatened plants. Seeing the pride in the
faces of children entrusted to look after such
rare species was reward in itself: Lisa Woolridge
of Hunmanby Primary School; Jean Yendall of
Sowerby Community Primary School; Simon
Johnson of Kirkbymoorside Community Primary
School; Jayne Prime of Belmont Primary School;
Laura Normandale of Filey Secondary School;
Jayne Westwood of Eskdale School; Chris Cassells
and Tom Webborn of Cranedale Centre.

a

Finally, we offer our apologies but great
appreciation to the countless other supporters
and well-wishers, too numerous to name, who
have shared their time and enthusiasm to help
bring such locally rare and significant plants back
from the brink, and ‘out of intensive care’.
We hope all our supporters can continue to
follow us into a future that looks a little brighter,
and a lot more colourful.

b

a: Some of our core volunteers tending plants at the
RFM nursery beds
b: Colleagues enjoy the spectacle of poppies in our
Silpho Field headland
c: Farmers and volunteers learn more about arable
plants and their management during a guided walk

c

The Plants
Central to the guiding spirit of everyone involved with the Cornfield Flowers Project
is the resolute belief that:
“None of the plants is extinct … just not seen for a long time!”

Target species

Hidden gems

At the outset of the project, research in
agricultural records produced a target list of
the ‘weeds’ of arable fields which grew in the
area a hundred years ago. Our aim was to find,
safeguard, multiply and reintroduce these
species.

Alongside the well-known and ever popular
arable flowers such as Poppies, Cornflower
and Corncockle are myriad other less familiar
species. Some are just as showy as these striking
plants, others are shy flowerers; some grace us
with their presence for many months, others
barely manage to flower before harvest.

Locating the plants, many of which had not
been seen for half-a-century or more, proved an
exacting task. But the dedication of the project’s
supporters achieved remarkable results.
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Other significant discoveries include a new native
site for Shepherd’s-needle (Scandix pectenveneris) at our volunteer farm in Hunmanby
– only the third location known to the CFP
in 15 years; a record for Common ramping
fumitory (Fumaria muralis ssp. boraei) on the
Wolds – another species declared regionally
extinct and not seen for 134 years in that area;
the rediscovery of Purple ramping-fumitory
(Fumaria purpurea) for the first time since 1917
– recorded at two sites on disturbed ground
in 2011 and 2012, and Few-flowered fumitory
(Fumaria vaillantii) found on three of our farms
in 2010/11, the first records for 103 years.

A reality check

With the help of farmers and landowners, our
volunteers sought out the plants in the wider
countryside. Once rediscovered, seed was
collected, new plants nurtured, and the bulkedup seed reintroduced into protected areas
of arable fields that the farmers specifically
managed for the conservation of the plants.
Almost 90-percent of the species on the target
list have now been found, with only eleven
plants remaining to be discovered. Numerous
others have also been located that were not
included originally.

sightings since 1940. Thanks to Martin’s expert
eye, we have been able to collect seed and now
have new plants germinating, ensuring another
74 years won’t pass before it is seen again.

a

Keeping track of such variety can be difficult, but
outstanding achievements have still been made
by the project over the last five years, including
the rediscovery of Small-flowered catchfly (Silene
gallica) in 2014. Found by volunteer farmer
Martin Stringer in his headland at Hayton, this
plant had been declared locally extinct with no

Despite these successes, for some of our rarest
species we are failing to discover any new sites
even after extensive surveying. Corn buttercup
has not been found again at a native site since
our original plant was rescued in 1999 and 32
seeds taken from it. Fortunately, it now grows by
the thousands at Silpho and we have introduced
it to numerous other sites. However, it perfectly
demonstrates that without CFP intervention, this
and potentially other species could have been
lost for good in north-east Yorkshire.

a: Corncockle: Designated ‘Probably Extinct in the
Wild’
b: Local provenance Cornflower in Silpho headland
c (overleaf) : Ladybird on Fiddleneck at Water Fulford

b

Original target list of species to be rediscovered by the CFP:
Annual knawel
Basil thyme
Black-bindweed
Bugloss
Bur chervil
Chamomile:
Corn
Stinking
Charlock
Cleavers
Corn cleavers
Common orache
Corn buttercup
Corn marigold
Corn mint
Corn spurrey
Corncockle
Cornflower
Cornsalad:
Common
Narrow-fruited
Cudweed:
Common
Marsh

Darnel
Dead-nettle:
Cut-leaved
Henbit
Red
Fat-hen
Field forget-me-not
Field gromwell
Field madder
Field penny-cress
Field pepperwort
Field woundwort
Field-speedwell:
Green
Grey
Flixweed
Fool’s parsley
Fumitory:
Common
Fine-leaved
Hare’s-foot clover
Hemp-nettle:
Common
Red

Knotgrass
Knotted hedge-parsley
Larkspur
Mayweed:
Scented
Scentless
Mousetail
Night-flowering catchfly
Perennial sow-thistle
Pheasant’s-eye
Poppy:
Common
Long-headed
Prickly
Ragwort
Ramping-fumitory:
Common
White
Red bartsia
Scarlet pimpernel
Shepherd’s-needle
Shepherd’s-purse
Small Alison
Small-flowered crane’s-bill

Smooth tare
Speedwell:
Ivy-leaved
Wall
Spurge:
Dwarf
Petty
Sun
Thale cress
Thorn-apple
Thorow-wax
Toadflax:
Common
Small
Treacle mustard
Venus’s-looking-glass
Viper’s-bugloss
Weasel’s-snout
Wild-oat
Pansy:
Field
Wild

Hawk’s-beard:
Beaked
Smooth
Hedge mustard
Hemp-nettle:
Bifid
Large-flowered *
Hop trefoil
Knotted clover*
Lesser trefoil
Marsh woundwort
Parsley-piert
Slender parsley-piert
Purple ramping-fumitory*

Rye brome
Sharp-leaved fluellen*
Small nettle
Small-flowered catchfly*
Smooth cat’s-ear*
Sow-thistle, Prickly
Smooth
Spear-leaved orache
Swine-cress
Thyme-leaved speedwell
Weld
Winter-cress
Yellow-juice poppy*

Dense-flowered fumitory

Purple ramping-fumitory

Corn mint

Sharp-leaved fluellen

Corn buttercup

Additional species discovered:
Bird’s-foot
Black nightshade
Buttercup:
Hairy*
Small-flowered*
Campion:
Bladder
White
Canadian fleabane
Common fiddleneck
Common field-speedwell
Common stork’s-bill
Corn parsley*
Cornfield knotgrass

Crane’s-bill:
Cut-leaved
Dove’s-foot
Dense silky-bent
Early forget-me-not
Equal-leaved knotgrass
Field bindweed
Fumitory:
Dense-flowered*
Few-flowered *
Goosefoot:
Nettle-leaved
Red
Upright*

Prickly poppy

Shepherd’s-needle

Wild pansy

Venus’s-looking-glass

Large-flowered hemp-nettle

Small-flowered buttercup

BOLD = found. Italic = unfound to date … but still looking. * = Significant discoveries not on the original list Further
details for the majority of these plants can be found in the project’s species cards at:
www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/looking-after/our-projects/cornfield-flowers-project/species-cards
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a: The demonstration field at the RFM – representative of historic arable farming
b: The RFM from the air

a

b

a: Our Silpho Field (foreground with ploughed headlands) in its wider setting
b: A Silpho success story – the ‘Critically Endangered’ Corn buttercup, in abundance

a

b

Management of core sites
Aim: to maintain and enhance the Project’s own dedicated demonstration field
at Ryedale Folk Museum in Hutton-le Hole and both the cornfield and recreated
species-rich meadow at Silpho, near Scarborough.

What we set out to do
Target: Sustain and enhance the range of species
and promote the RFM for public enjoyment.

Water Fulford, York: A new site in 2012, on land
controlled by Carstairs Countryside Trust (CCT).
Three acres of sandland arable, sown with rare
species from Glebe Farm and cuttings from RFM.
Species count raised from 46 to 66 in one year.

b

What we achieved
RFM field & nursery beds: Cultivated annually,
received species introductions throughout this
period. Species count maintained at 60-80 (range
influenced by weather, cultivation timing and
introductions). RFM remains the main public site;
various permanent and seasonal interpretation
installed to enhance visitor experience.
Silpho headlands: Cultivated annually, received
species introductions. Species count raised from
50s to 70 during this period.
Silpho nectar strip: Three different nectar mixes
to encourage bees and other invertebrates were
trialled to the southern headland from 2011
onwards – a commercial basic mix, commercial
premium mix and specially commissioned mix
using only UK indigenous species.
Silpho meadow: Managed annually as hay
meadow, received species introductions,
including locally rare / Local Biodiversity Action
Plan (LBAP) plants. Species count raised from 49
to 64 during this period.
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a

c

a: Water Fulford arable flora; a mosaic of species and
colour after just one year of seed reintroduction
b: A solid carpet of the Critically Endangered Corn
buttercup in our Silpho headland
c: Silpho speciality – a white form of Common poppy
d: The species-rich sward of Silpho meadow, proudly
featuring a Northern marsh-orchid
e: The demonstration field at the RFM in full bloom

d

e

What we learned
RFM: Securing cultivation of field at optimal time
is the biggest challenge - impacts on species
numbers and composition when not achieved.
Loss of some introduced species reinforced need
for range of sites that could support different
plant preferences (soil type, drainage, microclimate, altitude etc.)

species custodian scheme in this phase. Speed
of establishment greatly increased resulting
in excellent looking site summer 2014. Having
a second sandland community, in immediate
control of CFP, highly valuable in preventing
possible losses particular in this suite of plants
that holds some of our rarest species locally.

Silpho headlands: Optimal, CFP-controlled
management yielded good results in species
number increases. First spontaneous record for
Venus’s-looking-glass in 2014 after many years
of seed introduction and failed germinations
demonstrated benefit of persistence. Prompt
management of invasive species essential;
control has been needed of Black grass, Wild
oats, Creeping thistle, Docks and Cleavers.

b

Silpho nectar strips: As of 2014 the basic nectar
mix had done the best in terms of species
survival and quality, with the indigenous mix
starting to catch up. The additional cost of
the indigenous mix (by a factor of 12 to 24,
dependent on the species included) would limit
its further application, especially when the
cheapest mix has proven the most effective.
Silpho meadow: Optimal, CFP-controlled
management yielded good results in species
number increases. Appearance of nonintroduced species demonstrated that if
suitable conditions created, nature will move in
spontaneously.
Water Fulford, York: the first site to receive
seed introductions on a large scale, made
possible from results of volunteer expansion and
16

a

d

a Arable wildflowers and modern-day commercial
farming go hand-in-hand at Water Fulford
b Silpho nectar strip providing both arable annuals
and nectar-rich perennials for invertebrates
c: Hand-scything and ‘stooking’ of the grain sheaves
– harvest time at the RFM field
d The museum nursery beds with interpretation
panel
e: Bee orchid at Silpho meadow

c

e

Extend work in disused quarries
Aim: Introduce suitable open ground species into disused quarries where the
conditions can be manipulated to offer opportunities to increase the places where
the plants can thrive.

What we set out to do
Target: Five sites.
Process: Seek agreement from quarry owners,
introduce seed; cyclically manage land.

What we achieved
Spaunton Quarry: Has served as an introduction
site for a wide range of species. Unfortunately,
the arable flora have struggled to survive for any
length of time, likely due to the low soil nutrients
and harsh micro-climate:

at the beginning of this experiment also did
well; Wild thyme has spread down the slope
from these and a single Common rock-rose
has now been recorded. The Yellow-rattle
sown fared poorly, presumably due to a lack of
suitable species, or sufficiently strong plants, to
parasitise. Rabbit fencing of the compound has
proven to be essential; conditions inside and
outside of the fence are in stark contrast due to
the abundance of rabbits in the quarry.

Caulklands Quarry: Introduction site for
meadow species in 2011 using Silpho Meadow
hay. No involvement since.

Red hemp-nettle particularly well suited on scree
in quarry habitats (reflecting conditions in all
known native sites). Also, the success in Wharram
Quarry was achieved by using large quantities of
seed. Introduction of arable plants in the form of
plugs has proven much more difficult.

- Basil thyme: not recorded since 2012
- Small-flowered buttercup: not recorded since
2010
- Corn marigold: not recorded since 2010
- Hare’s-foot clover: persists each year (a
legume species – see below)
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Ellerburn Bank Quarry: Long-established and
only site in the National Park for Red hempnettle. First discovered in 1993/4, but only low
numbers persisting due to lack of cultivation in
later years. Cleared of Blackthorn with National
Park volunteers in 2013 and ground disturbed.
Red hemp-nettle sown and 35 plants appeared in
2014, at least two of which were found outside
of the area, suggesting reoccurrence of existing
plants following creation of suitable conditions.

What we learned

- Red hemp-nettle: stunted plants persist to
2014

Seeding of the site with species-rich hay fared
better, especially the perennials including Ox-eye
daisy and legumes that fix their own nitrogen;
Bithynian vetch, a Scarborough BAP rare plant,
has thrived, persisting every year since its
introduction. The twenty plugs introduced in
2008 from Westfield Quarry at Hutton-le-Hole

Wharram Quarry: Introduction site for Red
hemp-nettle, Basil thyme and Small-flowered
buttercup. Red hemp-nettle survived very well
on scree slopes, Buttercup and Basil thyme
struggled and not recorded since 2012.

a

a: An abundance of Red hemp-nettle at home on
the constantly disturbed scree slopes of Wharram
Quarry

Other arable flora, excluding leguminous species,
have struggled with conditions. Potential of
quarries for reintroductions appears limited from
our experiences to date.

b: Basil thyme doing especially well in the bare, dry
conditions of Spaunton Quarry

b

Species discovery
Aim: Species not yet found and new locations for rare species will continue to be a
target of voluntary effort and an urgent focus to achieve our target range of species.

What we set out to do
Target: Impossible to set target - we find them
if we find them.
Process:
- Volunteers to be alert when in the countryside.
- Botanical groups to search in likely places.

Few-flowered fumitory (Fumaria vaillantii):
Nationally Vulnerable. Spaunton Mushroom Field
2010, Lastingham 2010, Fordon 2011, Seamer
2011. First record in vc62 since 1897; first ever
record in vc61.
Dense-flowered fumitory (Fumaria densiflora):
Regionally Rare. Fordon 2009, West Knapton
2010, Ganton Wold 2011, Weaverthorpe 2012.

- Follow up leads.
- Collect seeds and bring into care to expand
resource.

What we achieved
New species found:
Upright goosefoot (Chenopodium urbicum):
Critically Endangered, UK Biodiversity Action Plan
(UKBAP) Priority Species. Thorn Park Farm 2014.
Small-flowered catchfly (Silene gallica):
Nationally Endangered, UKBAP Priority Species.
Nunburnholme 2014. Not recorded in South-east
Yorkshire vice-county area (vc61) since 1940 declared Regionally Extinct. First sighting for CFP.
Purple ramping-fumitory (Fumaria purpurea):
UKBAP Priority Species. Scalby 2011, Crossgates
2012. First record in North-east Yorkshire vicecounty area (vc62) since 1917.
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Notes on plant rarity and recording areas:
The Vascular Plant Red Data List for
Great Britain (2006) designates all UK
wildflowers by their status in the following
order: Extinct; Extinct in the Wild; Critically
Endangered; Endangered; Vulnerable; Near
Threatened; Least Concern.
United Kingdom Biodiversity Action Plan
(UKBAP): UK Government action plan to
address biodiversity loss, comprising specific
conservation plans for the most threatened
species (Priority Species) and habitats.Local
Biodiversity Action Plan (LBAP) is a further
translation of the UK scheme to identify at
risk habitats and species at a localised level.
Vice-counties (vc..): Created in 1870s to
subdivide Britain into 113 roughly equalsized units for recording wildlife, allowing
historical comparison of changes over time
within the same defined area.

Corn parsley (Petroselinum segetum): Regionally
Rare. Fordon 2011.
Abyssinian kale (Crambe hispanica): Casual
alien. Weaverthorpe 2012. Former crop species
grown for oil seed 10 years previous, now
naturalised. First sighting for CFP.
New sites for rare species:
Shepherd’s-needle (Scandix pecten-veneris):
Nationally Critically Endangered, UKBAP Priority
Species. Hunmanby 2013. Only third site known
to CFP since project started.
Common ramping-fumitory (Fumaria muralis
subsp. boraei): Nationally Least Concern but
declared Regionally Extinct in vc61. Weaverthorpe
2012. Not recorded in vc61 since 1878.
Cornfield knotgrass (Polygonum rurivagum):
Regionally Rare. Potter Brompton 2013,
Nunburnholme 2014.

What we learned
Steadily expanding survey coverage, along with
increasing botanical expertise of the Cornfield
Flowers Project and its volunteers, is resulting
in continued species discoveries of national
or regional significance, including a number
previously thought regionally extinct. Such
rewards for our persistence help to reinforce the
firm belief that ours is never a ‘done job’.
a: Purple-ramping fumitory at Crossgates, south of
Scarborough, in 2012. Only the second record in
95 years.

a

Cultivation of rare plants

1 event at RFM: to provide social gatherings for
volunteers.

Aim: Recruit gardeners to expand seed stock and to be species custodians as a
mechanism to engage the wider public in further participation
in rare plant conservation.

24 farm walks held: to provide social gatherings
and training for volunteers.

What we set out to do
Target: attract 50+ volunteers.
Process:
- Promote to farmers, gardening clubs, women’s
groups and natural history societies with
support by project staff and provision of seed.

1 naturalist group: created an arable plant
headland and using volunteers to grow plants.
5 organisations: growing arable plants in publicly
accessible demonstration plots.
20+ individual volunteers: supported the CFP in
growing and tending plants either as designated
Species Custodians or general volunteers.

- Social affinity building events at RFM.

What we achieved

23 interested farmers or non-farmers: provided
with advice and/or surveys by CFP to encourage
arable plant conservation.

2 horticultural groups: actively growing plants
for CFP in nursery plots or as Species Custodians.
2 naturalist groups: working with the CFP to
survey, record and share sightings of arable flora,
covering entirety of project area.
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Volunteers and Species Custodians are a
crucial element of the project when dedicated
relationships established. The shift from
volunteers providing pot-grown plants, which
proved labour intensive to look-after once
introduced to sites, to Species Custodians
providing bulk seed greatly enhanced the
success of the project. This change has proven
effective at increasing seed stocks, enabling site
reintroductions on a scale not previously possible.
A core of custodians has remained dedicated
over the years, enabling consistent supply of
seed. They generally display a deep empathy for
rare plant conservation, and are more inclined to
go above the basic levels of involvement.

Relationships established as of Jan 2015:
14 volunteer farmers: managing areas of their
farms for arable plant conservation and as
species reintroduction sites.

7 schools: created student-managed arable plant
nurseries in their grounds.

What we learned

a

Volunteer effort spread over a wide geographical
range essential for species security and
mitigating against localised losses. However,
conversely, distance and isolation meant limited
local support networks existed and central
events were problematic for some to attend.

20 public events attended: to promote CFP and
encourage volunteers.

a: Thousands of seeds were passed on from
these garden-grown Prickly poppies by Species
Custodian Jo Simmons, of Hunmanby

17 talks provided: to local naturalist,
horticultural and interested groups to promote
CFP and encourage volunteers.

b: Volunteer grower Heidi Saxby’s mixed cornfield
bed, providing a variety of seed and a spectacle of
colour

b

Cultivation of other wild plants
Aim: Help to extend expertise into the cultivation and reintroduction of
appropriate herbaceous species as part of local biodiversity action plans as an
additional valuable activity.

What we set out to do
Targets:
- Respond to need for incisive action for one
species already identified by the Forestry
Commission and Natural England.
- Respond as necessary to future need.
Process:

Royal Fern (Osmunda regalis): Regionally Rare.
A pre-existing conservation programme adopted
by the CFP. Reintroductions have been made to a
number of sites within the National Park.
Bithynian vetch (Vicia bithynica): Nationally
Vulnerable; Scarborough LBAP species. Known
from only one original site, this species has now
been very successfully grown by volunteers and
introduced to a number of new locations.

- Under Natural England approval where
appropriate, bring samples of the rare species
into protective management.
- Utilise extensive wild plant horticultural
experience to multiply stock.
- Reintroduce expanded stock under Natural
England guidance where appropriate.

Species cultivated:
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Dyer’s greenweed (Genista tinctoria):
Scarborough LBAP species. This species only
occurs at a handful of coastal sites in our area.
Cuttings were successfully grown by volunteers
and reintroductions made to native sites.

What we learned
The principles and volunteer network of rare
arable plant conservation can be effectively used
to help other locally significant species. Careful
selection and preparation of introduction sites
is just as crucial as effective plant husbandry,
followed by appropriate management to
maintain reintroductions.
Each individual species has very individual
requirements. Establishing the details of
growing, site preference, reintroduction method
and follow-on care for each one is crucial, and
can be a lengthy process of trial-and-error before
successes are achieved.
The CFP has been able to effectively fill a local
need for rare plant conservation expertise.

What we achieved

May lily (Maianthemum bifolium): Nationally
Vulnerable. A partnership project with Mires
Beck Nursery, North Cave, who propagated the
plants. 104 specimens were re-introduced to one
of the few native UK sites, near Scarborough.
New populations were also formed within
enlarged site boundaries to extend its range.

Purple milk-vetch (Astragalus danicus):
Nationally Endangered, UKBAP Priority Species;
Scarborough LBAP species. A shy plant to
flower at its only known local site near Fordon,
seed was eventually successfully collected in
2013 from Coatham Marsh near Redcar and is
currently being propagated by volunteers.

a

Wild clary (Salvia verbenaca): Scarborough LBAP
species. Only four native sites known locally
– now successfully grown by volunteers and
introduced to a number of new locations.

a: Pot grown May lily plants awaiting reintroduction
b: Bithynian vetch, a very rare species locally, thriving
in its new home at Spaunton Quarry

b

Millennium Seed Bank
Aim: Seek, within capacity, to deposit a supply of all species of local provenance
(from expanded stock – not from the wild unless can be collected without harm to
natural stock) in the Millennium Seed Bank, Kew at Wakehurst Place.

What we set out to do
Target: Multiply and deposit minimum of 2000
seeds from each of at least 20 more species at
Royal Botanical Society Kew’s Millennium Seed
Bank (MSB) at Wakehurst Place, Sussex.

in an undesirably narrow genetic diversity. It
was felt that in the CFP area the collection of
such volumes of wild seed, for those species
inherently rare enough to be deposited with the
MSB, could be detrimental.

b

Process:
- Collect seed.
- Record details.
- Deliver to Kew.

What we achieved
The MSB is a facility for processing, securely
storing and researching seeds from the most at
risk and most useful plants worldwide. The CFP
had previously deposited seed from our rarest
locally occurring species prior to this phase. No
further plants were deposited during this period.
In 2012 a photographic exhibition about the CFP
and its achievements was displayed at the MSB.

a
c
As the CFP’s conservation programme centres
upon nursery-based multiplication of seed from
a limited number of original plants, there was no
solution to this problem at the current time and
no further deposits were pursued.

What we learned
During communication with MSB staff regarding
the deposit of new species, it was stated that
their preference was for 2000 seeds to be
sourced from wild populations, rather than
from expanded nursery stock that can result
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a: Corn buttercup seeds ready for the new season
b: Part of the MSB complex
c: How it starts – the end of season seed collecting
d: Cornflower seeds – reminiscent of tiny squids
e: A Corn marigold bursts into life

d

e

Working with the project’s lead farmers
Aim: Protect the core farm sites (five or six) and to record what is happening on
them, respecting that the project has no control over them and that security for the
plants lies with the individual farmers.

What we set out to do

What we learned

Target: Maintain, extend and showcase, where
appropriate, work of eight key farmers.

The greatest determinant of arable wildflower
success is the dedication of the individual
farmers themselves, and their willingness to
encourage these plants above and beyond
what would usually be required from an arable
management regime. Fostering this personal
commitment returns far greater benefits than
any other method.

Process:
- Staff, farmer and volunteer liaison, to carry
out introductions of suitable species, aid their
survival and reproduction and collect seed for
further use

Maintaining continuity of arable wildflower
features on core farms is highly beneficial –
reliable habitat conditions allow seedbank and
plants to grow in number and variety.
Maintaining a variety of core farms throughout
the project area is essential to provide the
widest range of conditions (soil type, microclimate etc) to benefit the greatest variety of
arable plant requirements and mitigate against
localised losses at one site.
The CFP provides only an advisory role to our
volunteer farms; there are no binding contracts
or monetary incentives, and as such they are
ultimately free to do as they wish with their land.
It is to the project’s credit that they are all still
happy to work with us in this arrangement.

- Special on-farm events for potential new
participants.

What we achieved
The project now works directly with 14 volunteer
farmers. Original core sites retained and have
received numerous species introductions,
annual surveys and regular contact throughout.
Continued involvement of volunteer farmers
with the CFP is still based on goodwill. The
majority are now also under HLS agreements.
33 farm events held across core sites throughout
this period to showcase arable plants and discuss
management (for CFP volunteers, promotional
events for local farmers with Campaign for the
Farmed Environment / Royal Society for the
Protection of Birds (CFE / RSBP) etc. and visiting
botanical groups).
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a

a: Taking a closer look during a farm walk at Birkdale
Farm, Terrington

b

b: A chance to showcase a farmer’s achievements
c: Wild pansy at Glebe Farm, Potter Brompton

c

Encourage other farm participants to continue
Aim: Encourage some 30 other farm participants to continue involvement with the
project through advice, monitoring and occasional social activity and events.

What we set out to do

What we learned

Target: Sustain interest in existing c. 30 contacts

Invitation to survey farms in connection with
agri-environment applications (either through
National Park Authority, Natural England or
RSPB) has proven beneficial in increasing the
range covered by the CFP, building a more
complete picture of actual species rarities and
range, and enabled significant discoveries.
They are also an effective method of meeting
new farmers with sufficient interest to become
possible project volunteers.

Process:
- Advise as necessary.
- Monitor arable plants on their land
periodically.
- Encourage participation in social/practical
events – two a year - to maintain sense of
common purpose and affinity.

b

What we achieved
CFP involvement now extended across numerous
farms in the project area - 14 volunteer farmers
working directly with us to provide arable plant
habitat and receive reintroductions.

c

23 additional farms or managed land received
CFP advice or surveys on existing arable plant
communities, and potential for supporting
features in connection with agri-environment
schemes or just personal interest of landowner.
All interested farmers invited to regular farm
walk events held by the CFP each year, received
annual newsletter and copies of any repeat
survey results to maintain interest and sense of
common purpose.

a

a: Chance to get-together at Birkdale Farm,
Terrington
b: Common ramping-fumitory; re-found after 134
years during an additional farm survey
c: A social event farm walk through Silpho Field
d: Shepherd’s-needle at a newly discovered site
e: Narrow-fruited cornsalad on a new farm survey
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d

e

Expansion through direct contact
Aim: Deliver advice and demonstrations (potentially to be contracted out to
an appropriate body) as well as expand involvement of farmers through
environmental schemes.

What we set out to do
Target: 30 days of professional activity from
farming and conservation contractors (to be
chosen by tender from suitable organisations)
to front the project at 25 events and to adopt
the arable plants message within the chosen
contractor’s continuing liaison work with farmers
on agri-environmental matters.

What we achieved
Two organisations were employed as contractors
in this capacity. Three distinct events were held
that featured CFP and arable plant conservation
issues.

What we learned
Despite the best efforts of the contractors,
the specialised nature and message of the CFP
required officers to be present or involved in the
organisation rather than the contractors acting
alone as a front for the project, unavoidably
duplicating effort and increasing officer time
commitments.
We were perhaps over optimistic that the
specialist nature of our project could be readily
promoted without our direct involvement, and
in the light of experience, external contracting
was not pursued after the initial phase. Seeking
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out and securing involvement of dedicated
individuals who empathise with our conservation
aims produces far greater benefits for the project
and arable plants than those with only a passing
interest. Limited project time and resources have
proven to be better invested in small numbers of
these motivated farmers than a greater number
of casually interested individuals at widerranging events.
The CFP’s existing network of volunteers and
supporters has proven to be more effective for
developing contacts specifically interested in
our work than the contracted events. It was,
however, a worthwhile lesson to be learned,
and both contractors have continued to be
enthusiastic ambassadors for the project,
remaining valued partners in arable plant
conservation locally.

a

b

a: Inspecting the arable flora at an RFM event
b: The RFM nursery beds provided a first-hand
opportunity to see many unique flowers in one
place
c: A chance to see how things are done at other farms
d: Even the much-maligned thistles can provide crucial
support to other farm wildlife

c

d

What we learned

Expand to non-farmers/hobby farmers
Aim: People with land they are not sure what to do with, but would like to benefit
the countryside, could be targeted with the idea of creating arable plant areas.
Advice leaflet/promotion to be produced.

What we set out to do
Target: Recruit 10 participants.

A considerable number of enquiries led
no further due to the perennial issue of
misunderstanding the habitat requirements of
arable plants, i.e. not suitable in grasslands and
needing annual digging-over. Again, uptake has
been from particularly dedicated individuals
who will make the extra effort to look after these
species.

Process:
- News release.
- Article in National Park publications.
- Leaflet distribution.
- Personal contacts.

What we achieved
CFP leaflet produced and distributed to local
garden centres, clubs and attended events.
Illustrated article in Yorkshire Smallholders
Association newsletter.
A rolling-presentation digital display promoting
the CFP was installed in the RFM entrance.
4 ‘Good Life’ events attended in local villages –
targeted at gardeners and allotment holders.
20 public events attended to promote volunteer
involvement in growing plants.
11 organisations / volunteers in total currently
supporting cornfield beds on their land.
Significantly more enquiries received from public
but not enacted for various reasons (see over).
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The creation of cornfield beds has proven
popular with volunteers. They are effective even
in small areas and it is the intense flowering
display provided by the mix of species in one plot
that has attracted people so much, along with
the obvious signs of benefit to bees and other
insects. Two beekeeping organisations have
taken a keen interest in the principle.

a

a: The rolling-presentation display in the RFM
entrance; interpreting the plight of arable
wildflowers whilst the field lays dormant in winter

Interest from smallholders has been limited.
The complications of managing small areas of
land as arable, due to machinery requirements
and more intensive management compared to
grassland, have provided very few opportunities
to establish small non-farm ‘cornfields’. The
only exceptions to this have been the Filey Brigg
Ornithological Group, who have created an
approx. 600 sq.m. arable strip to complement
their wider bird and wildlife habitats, but hire a
contractor to manage it; and CIRCLE at Flamingo
Land with a 200 sq.m. plot that is dug by hand,
but is proving problematic to generate a fine
enough seed bed due to the heavy-clay soil.

b: The National Park Apprentices’ cornfield bed in full
bloom at the Old Vicarage, Helmsley

b

Prioritising effort
Aim: Securing core sites is a higher priority than expanding the project, though
expansion should continue where feasible and pressure for increased use of
environmental stewardship schemes to conserve arable plants.

What we set out to do

What we learned

Maintaining secure arable plant communities
at our existing core sites is the highest priority,
though expansion should be pursued if new
opportunities arise to conserve locally rare flora.

Maintaining continuity and interest at core sites
is crucial to the reliability and security of the
established arable plant populations, many of
which are peculiar to only one site.

Appropriate environmental stewardship schemes
for arable flora to be promoted where relevant.

The individual farmers remain committed to
the conservation of these plants and are highly
competent at managing their sites. These facts have
enabled project officers to expand on the farms we
work with without compromising prior achievements.

What we achieved
The core farms are still secure within the project
and maintaining impressive communities of
arable plants. They have also received numerous
species reintroductions during this phase.
Volunteer farmers are actively supported to
maintain a sense of common purpose. Regular
visits are made throughout the year to provide
opportunity to discuss management issues or
investigate mystery plants, and they are always
invited to farm walks and other events to catch
up with fellow project members or see how plant
communities and management issues differ at
other farms in the area.
Alongside this primary focus, the number of
farms the project works with has also been able
to expand comfortably during this phase, as
opportunity arose, without affecting core sites.
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The CFP has received an increasing number
of invitations to survey new farms from agrienvironment advisors, indicating an increasing
awareness of the importance of arable plant
conservation and the value of the local expertise
our project can provide. This also enables crucial
new discoveries to be made, like only the fourth
known Shepherd’s-needle site near Hunmanby.

a

b

a: Wild pansy; found only in such quantities at our core
site, South Fordon Farm - Peter & Mike Hayton
b: Martin Stringer points out one of his specialities
during a visit to Old Rectory Farm, Nunburnholme
c: Prickly poppy; a local rarity, fortunately secure as
a native at two of our core sites, and now with
one of our new volunteer farmers, Don Spink at
Hunmanby
d: Our only native Cornflower site, proudly tended by
John Middlewood at Glebe Farm, Potter Brompton

c

d

Recording
Aim: Document origins and movement of seed to ensure location and
local provenance of seed is not lost, and make data available to recognised
keepers of information.

What we set out to do

What we learned

Record plant origins and reintroduction locations,
which are essential to the project’s operation,
and guide local wildlife groups in the true
provenance of species.

Because much conservation targeting is based
on species rarity, clear distinctions need to be
drawn between native sites / plants and those
reintroduced by the CFP, so as not to impair
wider conservation efforts or devalue any
species by misrepresenting its true status.

Make data locally available to recognised
recorders, where it will serve as an historical
record of our work beyond the life of the project.

What we achieved
The CFP holds extensive survey records over
many years, including both native populations
and any species reintroduced at each site.
The Botanical Society of Britain and Ireland
(BSBI) study UK plant distribution and taxonomy,
and operate a recording and mapping scheme
that informs national plant Atlases and County
Floras. The CFP has provided them with records
for local vice-county areas 61 and 62 (North-east
Yorkshire and South-east Yorkshire respectively)
with notes on any introduction sites and the
species in question, to reduce confusion over
native provenance in future surveys by others.
Our species cards also provide an anecdotal
account of the CFP’s work with each species, as a
permanent record beyond the life of the project.
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a

Sharing data with local recorders has proven
mutually beneficial in increasing knowledge of
species distribution and rarity in a local context.
One issue that continually shadows our work
is the grey area in the wider conservation
community as to how many years an introduced
plant must be self-sustaining, without further
reintroductions, before its ‘introduced’ status
can be relaxed. With annual species in particular,
a definitive answer is still elusive. Meanwhile we
will keep a watchful eye on the situation.

b

a: Scarlet pimpernel, blue-flowered variety; with no
recent native records in our area, it is important to
document all introductions to avoid confusion
b: Dense-flowered fumitory awaiting planting; only a
handful of native sites exist, so we help it along a little
c: Rye brome; classed as nationally ‘Vulnerable’,
effective recording is showing it to be much more
widespread and common than first thought
d: Common poppy; recording even the most
common species helps inform distribution changes
and trends

c

d

Exhibition
Aim: Explore holding a photographic exhibition at Kew’s Millennium Seed Bank,
Wakehurst Place as a platform to highlight the plight of these
exceedingly rare aspects of our heritage.

What we set out to do

What we learned

Target: Utilising an expanded version of the
existing photographic exhibition, seek to exhibit
it elsewhere.

Displaying of the photo exhibition at the MSB
demonstrated the important contribution that
local grassroots projects can make to national
conservation priorities and schemes.

a

Process:
- Take forward initial contact with an
appropriate organisation.
- Devise a launch event as a national focus to
disseminate knowledge of our project to key
organisations and individuals.

What we achieved
In summer 2012, a wholly new photographic
exhibition about the CFP and its achievements
was displayed in the Orange Room at Royal
Botanical Society Kew’s prestigious Millennium
Seed Bank based at Wakehurst Place, Sussex.
The exhibition, which comprised 36 quality
frames with large colour print images, ran for
three months, promoting our work on a national
stage and dovetailing with the launch of Kew’s
new native seed production beds.
It described the origins, aims and successes
of the CFP, before continuing to showcase the
remarkably attractive flora we work to conserve.
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We also heard one of the funniest things we
have experienced during the project. While the
exhibition was being mounted, equipment was
scattered around the area. Amongst it the box of
small brass screws used for mounting the frames
lay on a display surface. An elderly gentleman
visitor looked at them then leant across to
whisper to his wife in a knowing way, and with
a dead-serious expression on his face explained:
“Look, these are the seeds of kitchen cabinets!”
b
a: Kitchen cabinet seeds...
b: Stephanie Miles (right) of the MSB helps to mount
the exhibition
c: Exterior of the MSB’s Orange Room
d The arable flora display bed at the MSB
Overleaf:
e: The CFP photo exhibition in place in the Orange
Room
f: Outside the Orange Room

c

d

e

f

Educational projects with schools and beyond
Aim: Explore working with schools and other groups for direct benefit to the project
and the conservation of arable plants locally and with a view to possible longer-term
roll-out to a wider area.

What we set out to do

What we learned

Target: Encourage four local schools to take an
interest and establish areas for arable plants in
their grounds.

Enthusiasm is high among schools to work with
others in increasing the wildlife interest of their
grounds.

Process:

Unfortunately, there are inherent problems in
working with schools to grow arable plants, and
contact has now declined with all.

- Promote the work of the project and the
potential opportunities to all schools visiting
the RFM and within associated local authority
areas; Hambleton, Ryedale and Scarborough.
- Make available introductory information and
seed resource from which school-based activity
and learning can stem.
- Provide advice from staff/volunteers to
support teachers interested in participating.
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The peak flowering / seeding time for these
species falls within the six week summer
holidays. The opportunity to see the best
results of their efforts is cut short, and there
is no presence at the schools to arrange seed
collection when needed.
Enthusiasm often lies with an individual staff
member, with limited wider support. Other
pressures on their time, and staff leaving, have
both impacted on maintaining effective contact.
Particularly with secondary schools, lack of
interest from students in extra-curricular
gardening groups has meant cornfield beds
frequently managed just by staff and CFP officer,
limiting ownership of the scheme within the
school.
Limited uptake of event invitations may have
exacerbated isolation experienced by some
schools.

What we achieved
Seven institutions, ranging throughout the CFP
area and comprising primary schools, secondary
schools and a field studies centre, worked with
us to create arable wildflower nurseries in their
grounds. Students were directly involved in the
sowing and caring for these plants, and seeds
from a variety of nationally and locally significant
species were provided for them to grow on.

some embarrassment and maintaining contact
sometimes became difficult as a result.

Despite these problems, seeing the enthusiasm
and pride in pupils being entrusted to look after
these rare plants was one of the most rewarding
roles of the project.
a

As with wider volunteers, vagaries of seed
germination and plant survival have proven offputting. The perceived problem that they had
‘lost’ our rare species or somehow failed (even
with reassurance otherwise) possibly led to

a: Prickly poppy; one of the species that did
consistently well in the schools’ cornfield plots
b: Large-flowered hemp-nettle; a little particular in
its requirements, but nevertheless put on a good
show in the school beds

b

Preparation of topic cards on each species
Aim: Create a reference set of topic cards for all species involved in the project and
make the information available as hard copy, on disc, and a downloadable PDF file on
the National Park website in order that knowledge is not lost.

What we set out to do

What we learned

Target: Preparation of a topic card for c.100
species.

The species cards have proven to be a valuable
resource in cataloguing the work of the CFP and
providing background information on the species
we work with to volunteers or interested parties.

Process:
-

Design template.
Prepare text and photograph.
Produce master hard-copy set.
Produce downloadable PDF for inclusion in
National Park web-site.

What we achieved
100 species cards have been prepared, all to
be hosted on the National Park website as
downloadable files and hard-copies printed.
Cards provide photograph of species, national /
regional rarity status, ecological requirements,
key features and ‘at-a-glance’ distribution maps,
produced in partnership with NEYBG to provide
an instant appreciation of species’ rarity. A major
component of the cards is the anecdotal account
of our primary experiences with each plant – a
permanent record before such knowledge is lost,
and a publically available legacy of the CFP.
50 full-set ring binders have been produced as
a ready reference for future promotion of the
initiative.
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a

They will provide a solid foundation, not only
for our project as we take it into the future, but
also as a valuable reference for others we seek to
encourage to undertake similar projects.
a: Small-flowered buttercup; the subjects of our
species cards come in all shapes and sizes
b: A sample of the cards
c: Marsh woundwort; despite its name, can be found
in arable land so included in our species cards

b

c

Stand-alone Group
Aim: to seek to identify or develop a dedicated and competent independent Group
to take forward the concepts and assume management responsibilities of the
Cornfield Flowers Project.

What we set out to do

What we learned

Target: Establish a stand-alone cornfield flowers
group to harness interest and maintain concerted
management and co-ordination beyond the
lifetime of Phase 3. It is envisaged that this will
be wholly voluntary.

CFP volunteer farmers are proficient at managing
their arable features and should be more or
less self-sustaining in this capacity. The greater
part of the project’s work should thus have the
potential to be maintained.

Process:
- CCT trustees, solicitors and land agent to
support formation of group which will:
- Maintain the momentum of the project.
- Have responsibility for maintaining the seed
stock.
- Consolidate affinity with participants.
- Provide ongoing enthusiasm and focus for the
issues.
- CCT will provide organisational advice in
support where needed.

What we achieved
The CFP end-phase is still taking shape. Over
time, some of our farmers and volunteers
have demonstrated a greater commitment to
our wider aims, and so potential may exist to
develop such enthusiasm into a continuing
project after this phase.
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a

A majority of species custodians and volunteers
possess sufficient knowledge and experience to
continue growing plants. However, in order to
maintain momentum we propose to provide a
central contact point for advice in the interim, as
we seek new and imaginative solutions for longterm security, namely the ability to take seed in
bulk and use it at suitable reintroduction sites.

For both these groups, the lack of a central hub
directing the conservation work, and the reduced
perception of a common purpose should the
project not continue, would potentially increase
isolation of volunteer efforts and may quickly
result in a decline of interest and benefit to our
arable wildflowers. As such, a dedicated central
contact point for advice and seed exchange will
be a crucial element of future plans.
While recognising the need for a clear focus
for the work, at this stage we are not confident
that there is a sufficiently reliable mechanism
to take the initiative forward as an independent
organisation. It is also the case that, as the
project has developed, the emphasis as to
how a secure future might be achieved and
the work consolidated and expanded has
inevitably been influenced by events, experience
and opportunities. As a result a stand-alone
organisation might not now be the most
beneficial way of taking the initiative forward,
especially as national conservation bodies begin
to develop projects to address the same issues,
but it is still early days for these yet.
In order to maintain continuity, the trustees of
CCT are to fund a further year-long contract to
ensure that momentum is not lost and, more
importantly, to provide time to reflect and
develop an appropriate strategy for the longterm future.

a: Maintaining the Silpho Field arable communities
will play a key role in any future developments
b: Red hemp-nettle; a Critically Endangered resident
of Silpho needing consistent management

b

Mentoring
Aim: Ensure vital information is passed on to new staff and a widening range of
volunteers as too much knowledge centred in too few hands at present; a critical
element of the initiative.

What we set out to do

What we learned

Target: Spread knowledge to a wider range of
people.

The lifecycle and requirements of arable plants
is usually a bit beyond most people’s previous
understanding of wildflowers, and familiarisation
with the species is understandably low. This
presented a sizeable challenge from the outset,
but for those volunteers who have remained
committed they have grasped the concepts
extremely well and are now proficient at
recreating the management needs of these
species and caring for them.

Process:
- Collective working.
- Access to information.

What we achieved
Extensive mentoring between project officers
and active farmers and volunteers has taken
place, along with wider awareness-raising with
professional colleagues including the National
Park, Natural England and Local Authority
officers, as well as the general public.
Methods have included: one-to-one
correspondence and on-site guidance; staging
events for volunteers to demonstrate arable site
management and species identification; creation
of freely available species cards to highlight plant
requirements and our experiences with them;
production of guidance materials on growing,
caring for and collecting seed from plants;
production of interpretation materials for public
sites; staging talks to community groups; blog
and press articles to raise awareness in wider
community of arable plant conservation.
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Hands-on growing of plants has proven to be
the very best method for volunteers to become
familiar with arable wildflowers, learning as
they go through experiences of failures, pests,
flowering times and seedling identification, and
always with ready access to project officers to
answer any queries when needed.

a

b

a: Passing on knowledge and experiences to National
Park ecology and farm wildlife colleagues
b: The techniques of seed gathering can be rather
technical and have been honed over many years –
sharing this with others saves much trial-and-error
c: Getting closer to the unique sandland flora of Glebe
Farm, Potter Brompton. One of the few locations
to see these rare plants locally
d: Pineappleweed; found everywhere in disturbed
ground, but to the uninitiated even common
plants can be a challenge to identify confidently
without guidance

c

d

Other highlights
As with any initiative or course of action, throughout the project there have been
a number of surprises along the way, which add immensely to the quality of the
experience for all involved.
The survey data of the CFP have contributed
significantly to the Botanical Society of Britain
and Ireland (BSBI) records for South-east
Yorkshire (vice-county 61) and North-east
Yorkshire (vice-county 62). In many cases the
plants we record feature on the Rare Plant
Registers for these localities and our efforts
have greatly increased knowledge on range and
rarity of these plants, including some previously
considered locally extinct or not seen for over a
hundred years.
In February 2014, we received a request for help
from a research team at the Centre for Ecology
and Hydrology, in Wallingford, Oxfordshire. They
were undertaking a four-year study into how
arable wildflower margins respond to different
management methods, but were running short
of seeds for a number of species. Given the
highly productive year of 2013, we were able
to provide them with their full requirements
of Shepherd’s-needle (300g – equating to
approximately 10,000 plants), the majority of
which was taken from Silpho Field. It was very
pleasing that the project could produce seed at
such volumes, especially for one of the UK’s most
endangered species, and actively help other
organisations in the conservation of rare arable
flora.
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The CFP continues to attract attention from
botanists all over the country who are keen to
get their first sighting of many of the rare plants
we work with. How they come to find out about
us is not always known, but clearly the project
offers a unique opportunity for enthusiasts to
reliably find these plants and learn more about
their conservation. We also played host on our
volunteer farms to visiting botanical groups,
again seeing many of these enigmatic plants for
the first time. In 2010 Natural England’s land
management and conservation advisors also
attended a training event at Glebe Farm where
we gave guidance on arable plant identification.
In July 2014, the CFP featured in a three-page
illustrated Yorkshire Post Magazine article
showcasing our Silpho field and the rare species
we conserve there amongst the striking, and
ever-popular, display of poppies.

a

b

a: Small-flowered catchfly (gone to seed); previously
declared regionally extinct, this species was a
major discovery for the vc62 recording area
b: At its northern limit and uncommon in our area,
Venus’s-looking-glass is always a popular wish-list
species for visiting botanists to track down
c: Prickly poppies in Glebe Farm headland; a rare sight
d: Appreciation of the CFP’s work is far-ranging, not
least from this hungry Mullein Moth caterpillar,
benefiting from our labours at Spaunton Quarry

c

d

And now for the future
Throughout the Cornfield Flowers Project we have learned many things. Most important perhaps is
that our project aim ‘Saving Cornfield Flowers’ actually narrows the view of these important plants.
They are not just plants of farmed land, but properly plants of disturbed ground. And, any next
phase of our project might focus not only on farmland but other places where the ground is regularly
disturbed.
We also became aware that there is widespread misunderstanding about the difference between
arable land and meadowland and that the ground the plants we are dealing with needs to be
disturbed for them to survive. But terminology is irrelevant as long as the right thing happens to
ensure their survival.
With this present grant-funded phase drawing to a close, we are determined that the successes are
sustained. To this end the trustees of the CCT have set aside funds to explore the next steps. Recently,
Plantlife, the national plant conservation organisation, has been in touch over its proposals for largerscale work with the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds on arable plants. We are delighted that
organisations with much greater capacity than ours are to play a part and hope that our unique
go-it-alone experience might prove an inspiration as their project grows. We are acutely aware that
fifteen years of accumulated experience has meant that far too much knowledge is in too few hands,
but better that it is in our few hands than in no-one’s hands at all. An immediate challenge will be to
further disseminate this knowledge.
Perhaps the greatest thing we learned is that ordinary people with a combined passion and a resolute
will to avoid bureaucracy can achieve amazing things. It is not easy, but then no-one said it would
be. Our achievements provide us with great encouragement for the future; apart from anything, the
plants depend on it.

Ian Carstairs
Chairman and Trustee
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“Not extinct, just
not seen
for a long time!”
Chris Wilson – Hackness 1999

The Cornfield Flowers Project is spearheaded by
the Carstairs Countryside Trust in partnership with
the North York Moors Association, the Ryedale Folk
Museum and the North York Moors National Park
Authority.
‘Out of Intensive Care’, the third five-year phase
of the Project , is funded by The North York Moors
National Park Authority’s Sustainable Development
Fund, the North York Moors Coast and Hills LEADER
programme, the Heritage Lottery Fund and the CCT.
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